Abstract

Background/Objectives: This paper gives an idea how to avoid starvation and minimize response time using hybrid Hadoop fair sojourn protocol. Methods/Statistical analysis: The scheduler assigns the resources to the cluster so that job dimension is conditional whereas the job makes improvement towards its conclusion. Scheduling selection help the approach of computer-generated time and cluster funds are focused on jobs according to their arrangement. This ensures that not any of jobs (small or large jobs) undergo starvation. Findings: The Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) ranks the least amount of work to complete, is the one to minimize response time (sojourn time). The Hybrid Hadoop Fair Sojourn Protocol (hybrid HFSP) to pause jobs with higher SRPT and allow other waiting jobs in queue based on First Come First Serve (FCFS). Application/Improvements: Relating to existing method the accuracy is developed in suggested method.
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1. Introduction

Hadoop is an open Java-based software design skeleton that maintains the handling of large data sets in a parallel and distributed working environment. It makes use of the hardware hadoop is highly scalable and Fault tolerant. Hadoop runs in cluster and eliminates the use of a super computer. Hadoop is the widely used big data processing engine with a simple master slave setup. Big data in most companies are processed by hadoop by submitting jobs to master. The master distributes the job to its cluster and process map reduce takes sequentially. But now a days growing data need and competition between service provider leads to the increased submission of jobs to the master. This concurrent jobs submission on Hadoop focuses us to do scheduling on hadoop cluster so that response time will be acceptable for each job.

2. Hybrid Hadoop Fair Sojourn Protocol

The hybrid HFSP is used to know prior job size information before the process gets started so that starvation can be eliminated and response time of the process is also reduced. These schedulers merge FCFS and Processor Scheduling (PS). Once a job is submitted to master, the master will allocate the cluster resources correspondingly between all the active jobs. For each phase of the job, cross scheduler will calculate SRPT value.

Based upon the SRPT value, the job is planned in a queue. The job which has higher SRPT is passed in a queue for a while and the rest is processed by a master. While calculating the SRPT\textsuperscript{6,7} value the scheduler knows the prior job size information so that starvation can be avoided for each phase of the job.
3. Related Work

Size based scheduling address a problem of scheduling a job\textsuperscript{8,9}, which means that how resources are allocated to running jobs. In this work, they used a scheduling concept, such as processor sharing and FCFS.

The disadvantages of first come first serve are to serve one job at one time so that small job will suffer from starvation. The demerits of processor sharing are that the arriving new jobs will take more time to complete and overall process completion time will get delayed\textsuperscript{10}.

4. Architecture Diagram

Figure 1 depicts that the admin will collect all the datasets of information. The batch job is execution of a series of program, each on a set or batch of inputs, rather than a single input. The series of steps in a batch process are often called as job. The jobs are submitted to the hybrid scheduler and also stored in Highly Distributed File System (HDFS). A hybrid scheduler is a scheduling discipline that clubs different scheduling criteria in one algorithm. It clubs FCFS and PS.

The scheduler FCFS is don't know about the prior job size information so that job that is reached first is to be worked first. So, that worked first SRPT value is calculated. The job that has high SRPT will wait in queue and other jobs are submitted to the master.

The master will allocate the cluster resources to all the slaves' equally\textsuperscript{11}. The highly distributed file system has data about tab separated value and comma separated value. The slave will perform the task sequentially and the results are thrown to the master. The master will club all the output of the slave and gives final output of the job submitted.

5. Implementation

I. Big data and environment
II. Running a Batch Job through FCFS
III. Size based scheduling on concurrent jobs
IV. Extending HFSP for mistreatment (i.e.) Starvation Map Reduce jobs

5.1 Big Data and Environment

In Figure 2, the enormous Collection of data is recovered from open basis datasets so as to be publicly accessible from major Application Providers like Amazon. Big Data Representations were examined and also an operational law of the plan is established. The TSV\textsuperscript{5} (Tab Separated Values) and CSV\textsuperscript{5} (Comma separated values) files are Stored in HDFS (Highly Distributed File System) and were read through Master and operated using Java API to itself established by us which is simply modifiable, developer approachable and light weighted.

5.2 Running a Batch Job through FCFS

In Figure 3, the batch job is a backend job running in hadoop clusters and also called as long running jobs as it is scheduled to process bulk data so that the application would makes use of the results produced for updatation. Sample jobs are submitted to hadoop master and hadoop master will run the jobs based on a well known technique called First Come First Serve Manner (FCFS). Parallel execution of job is done by hadoop cluster and the results are shown through a well-known Framework called Map Reduce. The Mapper task is done first in slave nodes and reduce task will be done in Master to throw the output.

Figure 1. Architecture diagram.

Figure 2. Big data and environment.

Figure 3. Running a batch job through FCFS.
5.3 Size based Scheduling on Concurrent Jobs

In Figure 4, the n number of jobs are submitted to the hadoop Master and Master will schedule the jobs based on FCFS and PS in a hybrid way. The Capacity of cluster will be analyzed so as to share resources between concurrent jobs arriving to Master. A threshold will be maintained to balance load in slaves and Resource scheduling will not be done further if limit is reached. The Arriving jobs will put in queue until resource gets free in cluster.

5.4 Extending HFSP for Job Mistreatment

In Figure 5, in which jobs may find long waiting time in queue, we extend our hybrid Approach which clubs FCFS and PS to put running jobs on hold for some time, if the particular job has high SRPT. Based on aging of the waiting jobs and SRPT the lengthy running jobs may be located on hold and the waiting jobs which have high priority will be executed for a while and constant evaluated for SRPT for new jobs to arrive for execution. This Proposed methodology shows high throughput in job completion.

6. Algorithm

function ASSIGNPHASETASKS( resources )
for totally resource s ∈resources do
if ∃(Job in preparation stage) and $T_{curr}<T$
job ← choose job to train with minimum first virtual size
ASSIGN(s, job) $T_{curr}←T_{curr}+1$
else
job ← choose job with minimum virtual time
ASSIGN
N(s, job) end if
end for end function

function ASSIGN(resource, job) task ← choose job by lower ID on or after job allocate task to resource
end function
function RELEASERESOURCE( task ) if task is a preparation task then
$T_{curr}←T_{curr}−1$
end if
end function

In Figure 6, the procedure we used a scheduler called hadoop fair sojourn protocol, which don’t know about the prior job size information so, this paper propose a new concept called hybrid hadoop fair sojourn protocol which is used to know prior job size information before the process gets started so that starvation can be eliminated and response time of the process is also reduced. These schedulers club PS and FCFS. Once a job is submitted to master, the master will allocate the cluster resources equally among all the running jobs. For each phase of the job, cross scheduler will calculate SRPT value. Depending
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upon the SRPT value, the job is scheduled in a queue. The job which has higher SRPT is passed in a queue for a while and the rest is processed by a master\textsuperscript{12}. While calculating the SRPT value the scheduler knows the prior job size information so that starvation can be avoided for each phase of the job.

7. Conclusion

Resource allocation plays a vital role in hadoop cluster. We mainly focus on resource allocation and starvation. We proposed a new concept called hybrid hadoop fair sojourn protocol which is mainly responsible for minimizing the response time and know the prior job size information. SsHybrid\textsuperscript{10} HFSP is simple design using hadoop is used the concept of aging and starvation is eliminated and overall process time is minimized.

8. Future Work

This paper presents the new scheduling protocol called hybrid hadoop fair sojourn protocol which is used to reduce response time and to avoid job starvation. The scheduler distributes the resources to the cluster such that job scope is inferred while the job makes development on the way to its conclusion.

Scheduling selection help the approach of virtual time and cluster properties are absorbed on jobs allowing to their prearrangement. This ensures that not any of jobs (small or large jobs) undergo starvation. The SRPT, ranks the minimum amount of job to complete, is the single to minimize response time (sojourn time). The Hybrid Hadoop Fair Sojourn Protocol (hybrid HFSP)\textsuperscript{9} to pause jobs with higher SRPT and allow other waiting jobs in queue based on FCFS. We extend HFSP i.e. hybrid HFSP to pause jobs with higher SRPT and allow other waiting jobs in queue based on FCFS.
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